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Overview
As with all of the demos, the purpose of this
document is to show you what you can expect
should you choose to invest in this product. The
images on the following two pages are lowresolution “print preview” screen captures meant
to provide a general idea of what is inside the
book.
Specifically, this is what you’re looking at:
•

Page 3: Main Book. This provides a brief
description of the location and possible
occupants, followed by the map broken into
printable pages. The maps are at 1 inch = 5
feet scale with a grid built in. A composite
map is provided so it is easy to put the
pieces together, and a larger version of the
exterior art is included (to serve as a player
handout). Alternate map pages, hiding the
concealed doors and secret passages, are
provided.

•

Page 4: Printer Friendly Maps. Black-andwhite versions of the map pages are also
included.

•

Page 5: Sample Map. This is a single page
from the main book, ready to be printed out
and used with miniatures. The maps are
designed to be laid end-to-end.

•

Page 6: Summary. This is a copy of the
online sales page (which you probably read
before coming here).

The product also includes two composite,
poster-sized maps (24x36 inches at 150 dpi) for
your use. One has text and secret areas while
the other does not (good for projectors and
online game sessions).

Thank you for taking the time to explore this
product. I hope that it, and other Ki Ryn Studios
offerings can be of service in your game.
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0 HR: Fantasy Cartography

Lilly's Tavern
This sturdy stone tavern owned and operated by Lillian Andollina has had several names, and
owners, over the years but has endured for decades near the crowded city wharf. Drawing a wide
range of clientele including locals, sailors, and the occasional mercenaries; the common room is
usually crowded in the evening and nearly empty during the day. Travelling minstrels and
raucous card games are not uncommon. Fights are also fairly common but are usually fought
with fists rather than weapons. The Tavern is known for its locally brewed honey mead and
imported casks of wine. The kitchen also provides decent, if uninspired, food. For those who
need a place to sleep the common room is available after hours. Private dining rooms are for
rent, as is a small guest house behind the tavern.
This issue presents a detailed map and interior descriptions for an urban tavern and the buildings
nearby (including a guest house, barn, and curio shop). To facilitate use with miniatures, the map
has a 1 inch grid built into the artwork. Beyond this, Zero Hour products are system independent.
A description of the setting and those commonly found within is provided - ready for you to use,
expand, or ignore at your leisure.
This product includes the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

An overview of the location and its occupants.
Full color, miniature-scale map broken into 11 pages for easy printing.
Alternate pages showing secret doors and areas unknown to the players.
Black and white versions of the map pages.
A 24x36 inch poster image at 1 inch = 5 feet scale.
A version of the poster map with text and spoilers removed.

Become a regular that Lilly's and you'll always have a place to meet new friends, begin great
adventures, and return with tales to tell. When its time to play, Zero Hour cartography is ready!
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